Geography Overview 2016-2017
Year
Group

Autumn 1
History

Autumn 2
History

Year 1

Where dinosaurs / animals
come from
continents
Basic map skills
Where animals come from

Year 2

Using an atlas
UK countries, capital
cities
Mapping castles

Where dinosaurs /
animals come from
continents
Basic map skills
Where animals come
from
Identifying
Continents and
oceans

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Ancient and modern day
Greece.
Geographical features.
Using maps.

Fieldwork
Human and physical
geography
Using maps and
aerial images

Compare ancient and
modern Rome

Using Maps/
settlements/Europe

Locating countries
Human and physical features of Egypt and the
River Nile

Spring 1
Geography

Spring 2
Geography

Planets
Basic geographical vocab- beach,
coast, hill, forest
Globe
Local area -maps
Weather
Aerial photographs
Mapping skills
Countries and cities
Volcanoes and earthquakes
To use maps, atlases, globes and
digital mapping
To describe and compare different
features of human and physical
geography of a place
Human and physical geography
Native Indians
50 states of America
To use an atlas to locate and name
the 50 states.
I can explore features on OS maps
using 4 and 6 figure grid references.
Measure straight line distances
using the right scale
Locating cities of the UK
Know about the wider context of
places Sustaining the environment

Summer 1
Art/DT

Summer 2
Art/DT

Design own flag
and look at flags
of countries in
the world.
Map of ‘Me’

Picture map
Directional language
Seasons

Fieldwork, school grounds
Aerial photographs

Fieldwork.
Using maps to
locate countries
and continents.

Food miles and fair

Recognise that people have a different quality of
life in different locations
Describe how people have been affected by
changes in the environment
Understand why there are similarities and
differences between places

Volcanoes,
earthquakes.
World weather
patterns and
climate zones
Changes to the
world
environment

Using aerial images to identify
shapes of countries, etc.
Time zones
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Year 6

Maps – Cities in the UK
British Empire

Human Geography
Cities in Europe/
World

Polar Regions
Atlas Skills
Ask geographical questions.
Identify and explain different views
that people, including themselves,
hold about topical geographical
issues
Communicate in ways appropriate to
the task and audience
Use appropriate geographical
vocabulary

Mexico
Trade Links
Comparing similarities and differences to South
America

